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whether the Alliance should send troops or not is the consideration of the various godkings. Ordinary 

people like us simply can’t come into contact with matters of that level. There’s no need to worry for 

nothing!  

Xu Tianxin was very innocent. She did not know that Chen Xiaobei’s considerations were far beyond 

those of the so-called God kings. 

The demon race! 

This was a major problem for the Three Realms! It might cause a world-shaking catastrophe! 

Whoever could deal with the devil race would be able to obtain immeasurable virtue! In addition to the 

recognition of the heavenly Dao, he could vindicate his Dao with merit and become the eighth heavenly 

Dao Saint! 

A mere God King was simply like an ant! 

The 81 heavens of the primordial era were only the tip of the iceberg! 

The things that Chen Xiaobei had to consider were already at the level of Saints. The number of lives 

that he had to save was a trillion times more than the 81 heavens of the primordial era! 

“You better tell me the details!”  tell me everything you know about the war with the demonic tribe!  

Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“Hmm … Alright!” 

Xu Tianxin thought for a moment and said,”since last year, large numbers of demon tribes have 

appeared on the wasteland to the North of the Dragon Sparrow mountain.” After that, the war broke 

out!” 

“Although the demons have been suppressed by us, they have never had any intention of retreating. In 

fact, they are continuously increasing their numbers, extending the battle line! This forced the heavenly 

Alliance Army to increase their troops!” 

“And so, the situation you’ve just seen occurred. Within the thirty-three heavens where the heavenly 

Alliance Army is located, almost all the men who can fight were recruited into the Army! There’s even a 

heavenly plane that formed a female Army!” 

“Even women have to go to the battlefield. You can imagine how brutal the war has become! I heard 

from the elders that if the demons continue to send more troops, all boys above the age of fourteen will 

have to join the army!” 

Xu Tianxin’s face was filled with excitement. 

It looked like he was 14 years old this year. As the son of a great warrior, he had a strong desire for the 

battlefield. 
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“It’s really strange …” 

 why? ” Chen Xiaobei frowned.  the war has already reached the point where women and children are 

needed. Why are the remaining 48 heavens still not doing anything? ” Weren’t they afraid that they 

would be implicated? Or have they already submitted to the demons?” 

 I really don’t know …  Xu Tianxin shrugged her shoulders. She was pure and didn’t want to think about 

such complicated things. 

“This situation is very complicated. I have to find a way to contact my master and tell him everything!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s brows were furrowed. This matter was of great importance to him. 

“Bro bei! Don’t even think about it! It’s useless to think too much!” 

Xu Tianxin raised her finger and pointed ahead. She grinned.  “My house is right in front! My mother is 

baking pancakes, we came back just in time!” 

After that, Xu Tianxin ran happily to her own courtyard. 

Looking at Xu Tianxin’s carefree back, Chen Xiaobei could not help but be dazed. 

That’s right! 

With his current situation, there was no point in thinking about it. 

Moreover, sect leader Tongtian had made it very clear in the message that he couldn’t get away at all. 

So, instead of worrying about the demons, Chen Xiaobei might as well focus on recovering his strength. 

“Bro bei! Hurry up and come over!” Xu Tianxin waved her hands in front of him with a bright smile on 

her face. 

“They’re coming!” Chen Xiaobei put aside his worries and walked over. 

It was a very simple and crude courtyard. 

A short bamboo fence surrounded three tents made of animal skin. This was Xu Tianxin’s home. 

“Tianxin! You’re back! Is everything done?” 

Xu’s mom walked out with two freshly baked pancakes in her hands. 

Suddenly, she saw Chen Xiaobei standing beside Xu Tianxin. She was so shocked that her hands 

trembled and the two biscuits fell to the ground. 

“Mother! What’s wrong with you?” 

Xu Tianxin quickly ran over, picked up the biscuit on the ground, and patted the dust off it. 

 he … He’s alive!?  

Xu’s mother looked at Chen Xiaobei in shock as if she had seen a ghost. 

“Bro bei is not dead!” Xu Tianxin grinned and explained how she saved Chen Xiaobei last night. 



“It’s amazing …” 

Xu’s mom finally calmed down and exclaimed, ”  that red fruit can actually save a dying person. It’s 

simply unbelievable!  

“Ah Ma, here!” Xu Tianxin smiled and handed a biscuit to her mother. 

Although it had fallen to the ground and was covered in dust, they were not willing to throw it away. 

It was clear that water and food were extremely scarce here. 

“Bro bei, this is for you!” 

Xu Tianxin passed the last biscuit to Chen. 

“I don’t need it,” 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head.  I’m a cultivator. I don’t need to eat or drink. There’s no point in eating or 

drinking.  

“En, then I won’t stand on ceremony!” Xu Tianxin grinned, picked up the biscuit in her hand, and began 

to eat it. 

 Tianxin …  Chen Xiaobei asked, ”  your cultivation base is above the one-star heaven immortal realm. 

Logically speaking, you should be fasting already. Why do you still need to eat and drink? ” 

“We’re the descendants of the witch clan, so we’re born with stronger bodies and souls!” Xu Tianxin 

said as she ate. Correspondingly, we have to rely on eating and drinking to maintain our health! 

Therefore, food and water are very important to us!” 

“What? You are the descendants of the witch clan?” Chen Xiaobei was shocked. 

However, on second thought, this was not strange. 

The witch dragon’s blood and the cultivation method of the witch Dragon’s strange fire had all been 

found in the ancient Barrens. 

Moreover, Taiyin true deity was a close ally of the Sorcerer tribe. He probably went deep into the 

ancient Barrens to find something related to the Sorcerer tribe. 

“Yeah!”  of course!  Xu Tianxin nodded.  the humans in the 81 heavens of the primordial era are all 

descendants of the Sorcerer tribe!  

 this …  Chen Xiaobei was shocked again. 

As the saying goes, if you don’t die in a great disaster, you will be blessed! 

It seemed that Chen Xiaobei’s landing in the ancient Barrens was a huge opportunity! 

“Bang!” 

Just then, someone threw a stone from outside the house, shattering the biscuit in Xu Tianxin’s hand. 



The biscuit was very dry. After it was shattered, it had almost become scraps and scattered everywhere. 

It was mixed with the dust and could not be eaten at all. 

Seeing this, Xu’s mom couldn’t help but look frightened and nervous. 

Xu Tianxin was stunned. Although she was angry, she didn’t dare to say anything. 

It could be seen that the person who threw the stone had an extraordinary identity! 

“Xu Tianxin!” 

But Chen Xiaobei said coldly, ” “Go over and beat him up!” 
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3662 A kick to the face 

Beat him up? 

Everyone’s expression changed drastically. 

“Young master bei!  don’t talk nonsense … The other party is someone we can’t afford to offend …  Xu’s 

mother looked extremely nervous and couldn’t help but swallow her saliva. 

 bro bei … It’s fine. I don’t want the cake anymore. It’s fine …  Xu Tianxin’s eyes were filled with 

unwillingness. It was obvious that he was very, very angry, but he did not dare to resist. 

“F * ck!” 

On the other hand, the evildoers were very arrogant. They started to curse at Chen Xiaobei. 

“Where did this piece of trash come from? He didn’t even have any celestial core power fluctuations in 

his body, yet he dared to be disrespectful to young master Huang! Are you tired of living?” 

“You piece of trash! Crawl over and apologize! Otherwise, you’ll be dead today!” 

“Crawl over here! Crawl!” 

It was a group of young men who were three or four years older than Xu Tianxin. They were also 

wearing animal skins, but they were more expensive, and there were also jewelry like gems. 

According to the rules of the thirty-three heavens Alliance, they should be conscripted into the 

battlefield at their age. 

However, not only were they not warned, they were even doing evil things in the tribe. One could 

imagine that they were a group of noble descendants of the Azure cloud tribe, enjoying special 

treatment that ordinary people did not have! 

That was why Xu Tianxin and her mother were so afraid of them. 

A strong Dragon can not suppress a snake in its own territory! 

If he were to offend this group of people, his future in the Azure cloud tribe would be difficult. 
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However, Chen Xiaobei did not pay any attention to them. He looked at Xu Tianxin and said, ” “You’ve 

helped me! I will help you too! As long as you trust me, go and beat them up!” 

 this …  Xu Tianxin was dumbfounded. He really wanted to rush up and beat up those rich second 

generation Masters. 

For one, this group of people did evil things in the tribe as if they were having a meal! Casually breaking 

a biscuit was a very small matter. They had done more terrible things than this, so many that they 

couldn’t even count! 

Secondly, food and water were scarce in the tribe. Xu Tianxin couldn’t bear to throw away the pancake 

that had fallen on the ground. She picked it up, dusted it off, and continued eating with her mother. Xu 

Tianxin was infuriated by the man’s behavior of ruining the precious food of the Xu family. 

At this moment, Xu Tianxin was very, very aggrieved. She really wanted to vent her anger. 

However, he did not make a move. 

Their noble status was enough to crush the Xu family, not to mention that several of them were more 

powerful than Xu Tianxin. 

In particular, young master Huang, who was called Golden Leopard, had reached the two-star heaven 

immortal realm, which was one whole realm higher than Xu Tianxin. 

If Xu Tianxin rushed up like this, she probably wouldn’t even be able to touch a single hair of the other 

party. She would be beaten half to death. 

“You piece of trash! I told you to crawl on your own, but you didn’t listen! Then this young master will 

beat you until you have no choice but to crawl!” 

The other party soon lost his patience. The Golden Leopard directly kicked the bamboo fence of the 

small courtyard into pieces and swaggered in. 

The commotion was huge. Many commoners gathered around and pointed at them. 

Most of the people were cursing the Golden Leopard. 

However, from the beginning to the end, no one dared to step forward to stop him. They didn’t even 

dare to speak up for him. 

Obviously, everyone was afraid of provoking the Golden Leopard. 

“Young master Huang …” 

At the last moment, it was still Xu’s mother who stood up and said in a low voice, ” “I beg you to let 

young master bei off this time! As the old saying goes, ignorance is not a crime. Young master bei is new 

here and doesn’t know you! You’re a magnanimous man, don’t lower yourself to his level …” 

“Get lost!” 

Xu’s mom was already very polite and humble, but the Golden Leopard didn’t listen and even pushed 

her back. 



The Golden Leopard was already a two-star heaven immortal, and the people of the Azure cloud tribe 

had strong physical bodies. His palm pushed Xu’s mother to the ground, and she fell in a very 

embarrassing way. 

“Mother!” 

Seeing this, Xu Tianxin couldn’t take it anymore and exploded in anger.  “Golden Leopard! You animal! 

How dare you push my mother! I’m going to kill you!” 

“Heh, you little trash, what do you have to fight me?” The Golden Leopard had a look of disdain. 

He didn’t stop there. He walked over and stepped on Xu’s mother’s hand that was holding the pancake. 

“Uh …” 

Xu’s mother’s face turned pale from the pain, and cold sweat broke out. 

“You animal! I want you to die!” 

This time, Xu Tianxin was completely furious. His blood was boiling, and his will to fight soared. Even if 

he died, he would not hesitate at all! 

Clenching her fists, Xu Tianxin charged at the Golden Leopard like a furious bull. 

“Idiot! With your cultivation, I can crush you to death countless times with a single finger!” 

The Golden Leopard slowly raised a hand, as if it was about to slap someone. 

It was obvious that with his cultivation, this slap would have taken Xu Tianxin’s life. 

Seeing this, the young nobles around them laughed. They looked at Xu Tianxin as if she was an idiot who 

didn’t know what was good for her. 

“Don’t come over! Heaven’s Heart!” 

Xu’s mom was extremely nervous. She screamed hysterically, and her eyes turned red in an instant. 

She knew better than anyone else that her son would either die or be crippled if he provoked the 

Golden Leopard. He would definitely not have a good end. 

As a mother, her heart was about to break. 

All of a sudden, almost everyone was certain that Xu Tianxin would lose, no, die! 

Even Xu Tianxin herself was ready to face death. She didn’t think she could win! 

But! At this moment! 

 Golden Leopard!!!  

Chen Xiaobei suddenly let out a roar. 

“What?” 

The Golden Leopard looked at Chen Xiaobei, and their eyes met! 



“Hiss …” 

In an instant, the Golden Leopard sucked in a breath of cold air. His pupils contracted uncontrollably, 

and his body trembled violently. Cold sweat poured down his body like rain! 

At this very moment! The Golden Leopard could see the murderous intent in Chen Xiaobei’s eyes! 

It was as if an unparalleled Demon Lord had descended in front of the Golden Leopard with the Supreme 

will to kill all living beings. It was as if there were thousands of butcher knives in front of him, ready to 

cut him into a thousand pieces at any time! 

Terrifying! 

Endless terror exploded in the Golden Leopard’s heart! It instantly caused his state of mind to sink, until 

it completely collapsed! 

“Plop …” 

The Golden Leopard’s legs went soft and it knelt down involuntarily! 

At this moment, the arrogance on his face was gone, replaced by a dazed and rigid expression! 

“Bang!” 

At the same time, Xu Tianxin had already rushed to the front. She kicked the Golden Leopard’s face 

without any hesitation. 
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 “Pfft …” 

The Golden Leopard was sent flying by the kick and heavily crashed into the group of young nobles. 

Although the Golden Leopard was more powerful, he was dumbstruck and defenseless at that moment. 

Xu Tianxin, on the other hand, had used all of her celestial core power and physical strength, and the 

damage she had caused couldn’t be ignored. 

A large footprint was left on the Golden Leopard’s face, and blood spurted out from its nose. He felt 

dizzy and his head hurt. He felt like his skull was about to explode. 

“Young master Huang! Are you alright? Young master Huang!” The young nobles around him were all 

very anxious. 

There were even some people who were already rubbing their fists and wiping their palms, wanting to 

take revenge for the Golden Leopard.”Xu Tianxin! You’re dead! We’re going to kill you!” 

“Don’t … Don’t go over …” 

However, at this moment, the Golden Leopard was the one who ran away. He quickly stopped everyone 

and said with a trembling voice, ” “That … That bei guy is not simple! We can’t afford to offend him! 

Hurry up! Hurry up and leave!” 
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“This …” 

The group of young nobles were stunned, their faces full of disbelief. 

No matter how she looked at him, Chen Xiaobei was just a piece of trash without any celestial core 

power. She could not see how powerful he was. 

However, there was another possibility! Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation was way higher than theirs, but he 

was deliberately hiding his cultivation so that they could not tell. 

Furthermore, the Golden Leopard was the strongest among them. If it was scared, the rest of them 

would not dare to provoke Chen Xiaobei. 

“Let’s … Let’s go …” 

Thus, everyone helped the Golden Leopard up and ran away. 

After they left, the commoners who were watching started to cheer. 

“Tianxin! Well done! That kick of yours was so cool! You’ve finally helped us vent our anger!” 

“Tianxin is indeed the son of the great warrior Xu ao! This is called a Tiger father will not beget a dog 

son!” 

“Tianxin! Good job! Your father will be proud of you!” 

It was obvious that the people around them had been bullied by the Golden Leopard. Everyone was 

praising Xu Tianxin. 

 but … 

Only Xu Tianxin knew that she was able to kick the Golden Leopard away not because she was strong, 

but because someone was helping her in the dark! 

“Bro bei!” 

Xu Tianxin knew very well that the person who had been secretly helping her was Chen Xiaobei. 

“Let’s go see your mother first!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged. 

“Mother! Are you alright?” 

Xu Tianxin quickly ran over and helped her mother up. 

“I’m fine …” 

Xu’s mom was also a smart person, and she quickly said, ” “Hurry up and go thank young master bei! If it 

wasn’t for him, you’d be dead today!” 

“En!” 

Xu Tianxin nodded and ran over. 



“No need to thank me! I still owe you my life!” Chen Xiaobei shook his head. 

“Plop!” 

However, Xu Tianxin knelt down and kowtowed three times. 

“What are you doing? Hurry up and get up!” 

Chen Xiaobei reached out to help Xu Tianxin up, but his body was too weak to do so. 

“Senior bei! I want to ask you to take me as your disciple!” 

Xu Tianxin raised her head and looked at Chen Xiaobei with a serious expression. 

“This …” 

Chen Xiaobei did not expect Xu Tianxin to make such a request. 

But then again, Chen Xiaobei had long wanted to take him in as a disciple. 

First of all, Xu Tianxin was a very kind and upright child! A pure and innocent heart was more important 

than any talent! Such a young man would definitely be loyal to his master until death! 

Secondly, Xu Tianxin was bold, careful, and smart! With just a few words of guidance from the prime of 

Tongtian, he was able to personally pull Chen Xiaobei back from the gates of hell! If anything went 

wrong during the process, Chen Xiaobei would have been killed! 

Third, Xu Tianxin was bold and manly enough! Chen Xiaobei had just asked Xu Tianxin to beat up the 

Golden Leopard! To put it bluntly, he just wanted to test Xu Tianxin’s character! If Xu Tianxin was a 

coward, Chen Xiaobei would not have accepted her! However, when her mother was injured, Xu Tianxin 

was willing to risk her life! This kind of courage was not something that just anyone could have! 

Finally, Xu Tianxin’s talent was also amazing! One had to know that the people of the ashen cloud tribe 

were all descendants of the Sorcerer tribe, and their physical bodies were extremely strong! The Golden 

Leopard’s physical strength might be more than one realm higher than Xu Tianxin’s! Under normal 

circumstances, the Golden Leopard should have been unscathed after being kicked by Xu Tianxin! 

However, the Golden Leopard was actually sent flying by the kick, and its nose was bleeding! From this, 

it could be seen that Xu Tianxin’s talent was definitely extraordinary! However, his cultivation level was 

too low and he had yet to truly reveal his extraordinary abilities! 

All in all, Chen Xiaobei was actually very willing to accept Xu Tianxin. 

“Tianxin! You’re still young! Before you make a decision, you should ask your mother first!” Chen 

Xiaobei said. 

“Young master bei!” 

Xu’s mom immediately said,”Tianxin has always dreamed of becoming a great soldier like his father!” 

Furthermore, he was extremely talented! It’s a pity that he doesn’t have a master to guide him, and he’s 

just playing around with a group of children younger than him every day. It’s a waste of time!” 



“This child will definitely go to the battlefield in the future! I also hope that he can receive the guidance 

of a Master Teacher so that he won’t waste his talent and time! Secondly, you’ll have an extra life-saving 

ability on the battlefield in the future!” 

 yes!  Xu’s mother said sincerely, ” so, I really hope that young master bei can accept Tianxin! The Xu 

family will forever remember your great kindness!” 

“Alright!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and said seriously, ”  since that’s the case, as the leader of bei Xuan 

faction, I’ll officially accept Xu Tianxin as my eighth personal disciple!  

“Disciple greets master!” 

Xu Tianxin was overjoyed. She kowtowed three times to Chen Xiaobei. This marked the completion of 

the apprenticeship ceremony. 

“Get up!” 

“From today onwards, I will do my best to help you become stronger!” I guarantee that your future 

achievements will not be limited to just being a warrior!” 

“Many thanks, master! I’m already very satisfied that I can become a great warrior!” Xu Tianxin grinned 

and stood up in satisfaction. 

At that moment, Xu Tianxin and her mother only thought of Chen Xiaobei as an ordinary master! He 

would never have thought that what Chen Xiaobei was going to do in the future would be enough to 

shock the entire universe and surpass the Saints! 

“Come on! I’ll teach you some things now!” Chen Xiaobei did not want to waste a single minute. 

From the moment he accepted Xu Tianxin, Chen Xiaobei had thought of a way to break out of this! 
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3664 Bloodline of the witch 

That’s right! 

Chen Xiaobei’s plan was to make Xu Tianxin stronger! 

Chen Xiaobei had cut off all contact with the outside world, so he could not leave the yuncang tribe and 

receive the red envelope from the prime of Tongtian. 

On top of that, Chen Xiaobei’s body was being suppressed by the saint’s power. He could not gather his 

celestial core power and his physical strength was almost non-existent. He could not survive on his own. 

However, as long as Chen Xiaobei could train Xu Tianxin, he would be able to use her power to get out of 

this predicament. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei wanted Xu Tianxin to become stronger, the stronger the better! 
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Soon after. 

Chen Xiaobei and Xu Tianxin had already entered a tent and started to teach her the Scripture of heaven 

and earth. 

Xu’s mother went to another tent and found some animal skin to sew a set of clothes for Chen Xiaobei. 

Just like that, time slowly passed. 

Chen Xiaobei did not hide anything from Xu Tianxin. He taught her all the core essence of the Scripture 

of heaven and earth! 

And Xu Tianxin’s talent was really not bad! It only took him four hours to completely memorize the 

mantra! 

After another four hours, under Chen Xiaobei’s guidance, Xu Tianxin was able to complete a full 

circulation of the Scripture of heaven and earth! 

To learn the Scripture of heaven and earth in nine hours, this speed could only be described as 

extremely fast! 

Of course, the main reason why he was so fast was because of Chen Xiaobei’s guidance! All the 

difficulties could be explained very thoroughly! All the core and essence were analyzed in front of Xu 

Tianxin! It greatly reduced the difficulty of learning! 

Of course, even without Chen Xiaobei’s guidance, Xu Tianxin’s talent could only be described as 

terrifying! 

An ordinary heaven immortal would need at least three to five years to master it! 

Chen Xiaobei even suspected that Xu Tianxin was not only talented, but also had a unique physique and 

bloodline. 

“Tianxin, you can stop now!” 

 you can now fully use the Scripture of heaven and earth!  Chen Xiaobei said.  with your talent, your 

future cultivation will be smooth! Now, I need to figure out another thing!” 

“Please speak, master!” Xu Tianxin looked at Chen Xiaobei with respect. 

 is there anything different about your body and bloodline from ordinary people? ”  that’s right!  Chen 

Xiaobei said, ” one’s physique and bloodline are closely related to the inheritance of one’s parents! If 

there’s anything special about him, your parents will definitely tell you!” 

 physique and bloodline!?  

Xu Tianxin thought for a moment and said,”the people of the 81 heavens of the primordial era are all 

descendants of the Sorcerer tribe!” His body and bloodline have both inherited the special traits of the 

ancient witch race!” 

“The entire sorcerer tribe originated from the twelve ancestors of sorcerer! In other words, we all have 

the bloodline of the twelve ancestors of sorcery in our bodies!” 



 however, as time passed and generations passed, the bloodline of the witch became thinner and 

weaker!  

 including me, it’s impossible for any of the survivors of the primordial era to activate the special ability 

of the witch’s bloodline. Therefore, there’s nothing special about it!  

Xu Tianxin answered Chen Xiaobei’s question seriously. 

“No! It’s wrong!” 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei shook his head.  you were able to give the Golden Leopard a nosebleed with just one 

kick. That’s enough to prove that you’re different from ordinary people!  

“Right! I’ve been stronger than people my age since I was young! However, this has nothing to do with 

bloodline!” 

“When I was very young, my dad took me out to hunt!” Xu Tianxin said. Every time he killed a powerful 

magical beast, he would let me bathe in its blood!” 

“My father would add some medicinal herbs into the beast blood, saying that it was an ancient body-

strengthening method! It can continuously strengthen my physical body!” 

“Master, you might not believe it! This method was really effective! As I grow older, my physical 

strength and physical strength will become stronger than those of my age!” 

“I do! Of course, I believe you!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up.  “Your Abba’s body-tempering method should be the simplified version of the 

sky-killing tyrant body technique!” 

“Mang Tian? Overlord body?” Xu Tianxin was confused. 

“Too bad I can’t use my netherspirit battlescouter!” Chen Xiaobei thought excitedly. Otherwise, I’ll be 

able to see the strength of your body! I’m sure that the strength of your physical body is far beyond your 

current cultivation realm!” 

“What’s a netherspirit battlescouter?” Xu Tianxin was getting more and more confused. 

“Stop asking! Calm down, I’m going to teach you the “sky-killing tyrant body technique” now!” Chen 

Xiaobei calmed himself down and became serious again. 

“Yes, sir!” Xu Tianxin immediately got into the mood and began to listen carefully. 

The sky killing tyrant body technique was an ancestral wizard level cultivation technique, and it was 

much easier to learn than the Scripture of origin. 

About three hours later, Xu Tianxin was able to circulate her cultivation technique smoothly. 

In other words, as long as she used demonic beast blood, Xu Tianxin could use the sky-killing tyrant body 

technique to train her body. 



As for the first trial of the Overlord body, Chen Xiaobei had been tortured to death. However, Xu Tianxin 

was born with the blood of a witch. She would be able to pass the trial easily, so Chen Xiaobei did not 

have to worry at all. 

 alright, you’ve been studying for nearly 12 hours today. Take a break!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Master, I’m not tired!” Xu Tianxin was full of energy, and she was eager to become stronger quickly. 

 I’m tired …  Chen Xiaobei smiled wryly. 

The power of a Saint not only suppressed immortal essence and physical strength, but also spiritual 

power. 

Twelve hours of high-intensity mental work had made Chen Xiaobei so exhausted that he could fall 

asleep immediately. 

Unfortunately, the life force in the Yin Yang life and death Ring had been used up. Chen Xiaobei could 

only stop and rest to recover. 

“Yeah … I almost forgot! Shizun, you’ve just recovered, and your body is very weak!” 

Xu Tianxin smacked her forehead and stood up immediately.  “Master, you rest first. I’ll go get you 

something to eat! At this time, Ah Ma should have already prepared dinner!” 

“Pancakes again?” Chen Xiaobei smiled wryly. 

“Yup …” 

Xu Tianxin nodded in embarrassment and said, ”  the Warriors of the tribe have all gone to the front 

lines. No one is hunting, so we can only eat pancakes …  

 alright, go ahead and eat. I won’t be hungry. I just need to recuperate!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

 okay, I won’t disturb you then …  Xu Tianxin nodded and left the tent. 

Chen Xiaobei lay down on the ground and sighed.   two pancakes in the morning and two pancakes at 

night … These days are too hard … If I could exchange some immortal fertilizer, the shortage of food 

here would be solved … Unfortunately, there’s no signal on the Three Realms immortal network, and I 

can’t even open the merit record …  

“Master!” 

Suddenly, Xu Tianxin rushed in again! 

“What’s wrong!” Chen Xiaobei was shocked. 
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3665 A strange breakthrough 

“Quickly, look!” 
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Xu Tianxin spread out a set of black animal skin clothes and placed it in front of Chen Xiaobei.  “This set 

of clothes is made from the fur of dark ink wild leopard! This was the only one in the entire tribe! I’ve 

begged Ah Ma countless times, but she’s never willing to give it to me!” 

“This … Is this for me?” Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up when he saw the pure black animal skin clothing. He liked it from the bottom 

of his heart. 

“Of course it’s for shizun! Other than master, who else is worthy of wearing it?” 

Xu Tianxin quickly ran over to Chen Xiaobei and asked him to change into the clothes. 

Xu’s mother was really skillful. Just by looking at Chen Xiaobei’s figure, the clothes that she made fit him 

perfectly. 

Chen Xiaobei looked much more energetic when he put on the black hide. He also exuded a wild aura, 

which made him look very domineering and powerful! 

 mm… Since it’s made to my size, I won’t reject it. Help me thank your mother!  

Chen Xiaobei grinned. He really liked it. 

“No need to thank me! I’m making boots right now. I should be able to finish them by tomorrow 

morning!” Xu Tianxin said with a smile. 

Chen Xiaobei looked down at his bare feet and smiled bitterly.  “It’s really too much trouble for your 

mother …” 

“Master, we all treat you as a family. If you say that, you’re treating us like outsiders!”  have a good rest, 

” Tianxin said.  I won’t disturb you any longer!  

Then, Xu Tianxin ran out again. 

“A family …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s heart was filled with warmth. 

He didn’t expect that he could still feel the warmth of the world from Xu Tianxin and Xu’s mother after 

his disaster! 

The beginning of man! He was good by nature! This sentence was indeed correct! 

There were bad people everywhere. Luckily, there were more good people in this world! 

A few hours later. 

When Chen Xiaobei woke up from his sleep, his mental power had recovered a little. 

He looked around and saw that Xu Tianxin did not enter the tent. Chen Xiaobei frowned.”I’ve taken over 

Tianxin’s tent. Where is he going to sleep tonight?” 

Chen Xiaobei stood up and walked out. 



In the courtyard, the fence that was broken by the Golden Leopard had been repaired. 

Xu Tianxin was sitting cross-legged in the yard, cultivating the Scripture of heaven and earth with the 

help of the spiritual Qi around her. 

What a hard-working child. 

Chen Xiaobei was very pleased, but at the same time, his brows furrowed even more. 

The environment of the 81 heavens of the primordial era was far from comparable to that of the heaven 

realm. The spiritual Qi here could be said to be quite thin, even less than that of the earth-god Realm. 

With Xu Tianxin’s cultivation method, God knows when she would be able to break through a small 

realm. 

But then again, this problem was actually a common problem for most cultivators. 

Absorbing spiritual Qi from the outside world to cultivate would greatly slow down the speed of 

cultivation. It would be fine if he was not in a hurry, but if he was in a hurry, he would have to use spirit 

stones and spirit Jade to cultivate. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei lacked everything but spiritual Jade! 

“Tianxin,” 

Chen Xiaobei walked over and waited for Xu Tianxin to complete a full circulation of the Scripture of 

heaven and earth before he interrupted her. 

“Master? You’re awake!” 

Xu Tianxin stopped cultivating and looked at Chen Xiaobei with respect. 

“Here!” 

Chen Xiaobei passed his infinite space ring to Xu Tianxin and said, ”  wear it. You can use as many 

spiritual jades as you want!  

“How … How can this be …” 

 it’s my master’s spiritual Jade. I don’t have any credit for it, so I don’t dare to accept it!  Xu Tianxin was 

stunned. 

“You’re saying that you don’t treat me as family!”  of course!  Chen Xiaobei smiled.  just use it!  Don’t be 

so wishy-washy!” 

“Yes … This disciple will do as you command!” 

Xu Tianxin took Chen Xiaobei’s infinite space ring and took out 100 low-grade spiritual jades. 

Obviously, Xu Tianxin still couldn’t relax. 

After all, ten pieces of inferior-grade spiritual Jade were equivalent to one billion superior-grade spiritual 

stones! To the people of the Azure cloud tribe, this was already a huge fortune! 



“Silly boy! Do you know how much money I have? There’s no need to save money for me!” 

 I’ll give you 100 million!  Chen Xiaobei said.  I’ll help you break through to the peak of one-star celestial 

immortal tonight!  

 how … How is this possible?!  Xu Tianxin was stunned and couldn’t believe her ears. 

Chen Xiaobei had more than 250 billion low-grade spiritual Jade in his infinite space ring. 

A mere 100 million Yuan was indeed nothing. 

However, spiritual jades were not enough to break through to the next realm. He still needed time! 

No matter how talented Xu Tianxin was, how fast her cultivation of the Scripture of heaven and earth 

improved, and how abundant her spiritual Qi was, it would still take her at least six months to break 

through three small realms and reach the peak of one-star heaven immortal. 

It was absolutely impossible to break through in one night! 

“You just have to do as I say! If I don’t succeed, it’s my loss!” Chen Xiaobei was very confident. 

“O-okay … Master, please teach me what I should do?” he asked. Xu Tianxin’s face was full of 

anticipation. Even though it was hard to imagine, he was willing to believe in Chen Xiaobei. 

 first, take out the spiritual Jade. Then, take out a long black wooden box!   this wooden box is called the 

sunlight cache! It can speed up the flow of time! However, activating this special ability will consume 

your lifespan!  

Don’t forget, Chen Xiaobei had two sunlight cache. 

One of them had reached the God tier, and it was in the hands of Fu Tian Xin ‘er. 

The other one was taken from Shen Gongbao. It was a one-star celestial immortal. 

“Is this the box?” 

Xu Tianxin quickly took out the sunlight cache. 

“Right!” 

 alright!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  listen to me. First, fill up your dantian with spiritual Qi, then activate the 

sunlight cache’s special ability and focus on cultivating the Scripture of heaven and earth! Although it 

will consume some of your lifespan, I can help you make up for it in the future!” 

“This disciple will obey!” 

Xu Tianxin followed Chen Xiaobei’s instructions and began to do the actual work. 

Xu Tianxin was really smart and meticulous. She understood everything with just a little hint and learned 

it with just a little teaching. The whole process went smoothly. 

The sunlight cache’s effect was that a minute in the outside world would be a day in the sunlight 

domain. At the same time, Xu Tianxin would lose 100 years of her life. 



Xu Tianxin was a child. An early one-star heaven immortal could live for at least seven million years, or 

even ten million years. A small breakthrough could increase her lifespan. 

Therefore, he didn’t need to worry about his lifespan running out. 

Just like that, 30 minutes passed in the outside world, but a month had passed in the sunlight domain! 

Xu Tianxin’s celestial core power fluctuated and stabilized at a stronger level! 

This meant that he had already broken through a small realm! 

But! 

Other than the breakthrough, another strange phenomenon suddenly appeared! 
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Chen Xiaobei asked Xu Tianxin to take out 100 million low-grade spiritual jades. His goal was to help Xu 

Tianxin break through three small realms and reach the peak of one-star sky immortal before dawn. 

Theoretically, it took him half an hour to break through to the mid-stage one-star heaven immortal 

realm. So, it would take him at least two hours to break through to the late-stage and eight hours to 

break through to the peak stage. 

But! 

The moment Xu Tianxin completed the breakthrough of the first minor realm, his absorption and 

digestion speed of spiritual Qi actually soared greatly! 

This meant that his cultivation and breakthrough speed would be greatly accelerated! 

 it’s appeared!!!  

 what?!  Chen Xiaobei exclaimed, looking at Tianxin in disbelief.”Your body is extraordinary! I’m afraid 

it’s the divine body of a sky god … Or even a sacred body!” 

“Born? A Holy body?” Tianxin Xu was stunned. She didn’t understand what was going on. 

“Don’t be distracted! Cultivate with all your might!” Chen Xiaobei said seriously. 

“Yes, sir!” Xu Tianxin calmed down and quickly used the Scripture of heaven and earth again. 

Who dared to think about it! 

Even the speed at which he circulated his cultivation technique had greatly increased! 

Another half an hour passed. 

With a strong wave of celestial core power, Xu Tianxin successfully broke through to the late-stage one-

star heaven immortal realm! 

“Godly! This is simply godly!” 
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Chen Xiaobei was even happier than Xu Tianxin.  “Is this what it means to have good fortune after 

surviving a great disaster? I’ve really found a treasure!” 

Misfortune and fortune come together, extreme misfortune brings happiness! 

Chen Xiaobei was almost killed in the war in the heavenly court! After this disaster, Chen Xiaobei’s luck 

and fate energy would increase significantly. He would receive some good fortune! 

Xu Tianxin’s appearance was Chen Xiaobei’s blessing. 

Not only did Xu Tianxin save Chen Xiaobei’s life, but she also had an extraordinary super physique. 

Now, Chen Xiaobei was trying to increase Xu Tianxin’s cultivation level at all costs. 

In the future, Xu Tianxin would definitely bring Chen Xiaobei unimaginable opportunities. 

“Heaven’s Heart!” 

Chen Xiaobei made an extremely domineering decision, ” “Take out all the spiritual jades! You’d better 

exhaust all your energy! It’s best if you can exhaust all of them!” 

“This …” 

Xu Tianxin was stunned for a moment. She didn’t dare to accept it. 

“Don’t question it! This is your master’s order!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s serious attitude completely dispelled her hesitation. 

Since it was an order from her master, Xu Tianxin had to obey. 

“Whoosh …” 

A vast amount of spiritual Jade was scattered out like flowing water. 

With the improvement of her cultivation, Xu Tianxin’s absorption and consumption of spiritual Qi had 

also soared! The speed at which he circulated the Scripture of heaven and earth had also greatly 

increased! 

As a result, the speed of his breakthrough, which should have been getting slower and slower, remained 

the same! 

Another half an hour passed. 

Xu Tianxin had broken through to the peak of one-star heaven immortal realm! 

However! 

This was not the most terrifying thing! 

Another half an hour passed. 

Xu Tianxin had broken through a major realm without any resistance, directly reaching the early two-

star heaven immortal realm. 



This was the most terrifying and shocking scene! 

Not only Chen Xiaobei, but even Xu Tianxin herself was shocked. 

They often heard adults say that the higher one’s cultivation was, the more difficult it was to break 

through, especially to a major realm. It was as difficult as ascending to the heavens. Some people might 

not even be able to break through a major realm in their entire lives! 

But! At this moment, Xu Tianxin’s breakthrough was like a small breakthrough. Not only did it not take 

longer, but it did not seem difficult at all! 

Xu Tianxin felt that success was as easy as water flowing. She didn’t need to put in any effort at all. 

This was simply unbelievable! 

“Holy body! This is definitely a natural-born Holy body!” 

Chen Xiaobei was not sure if Xu Tianxin had a divine body or a divine body, but now he was very sure! 

“Breaking through completely ignores the laws of cultivation! This kind of physique was at least at the 

high level quasi-Sage level! If there are other special abilities, they can even be like Lingshi and Xin ‘er, 

having the bearing of a Saint!” 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked to his core. 

Although Chen Xiaobei knew that Xu Tianxin’s talent was extraordinary, he did not expect it to be this 

amazing! 

To Chen Xiaobei, this was an unbelievably huge surprise! 

He had casually accepted a disciple and had actually accepted a peerless genius with the appearance of 

a Sage-to-be! He might even display the power of a true sage and suppress the three worlds and six 

paths! 

Chen Xiaobei was suddenly filled with hope. 

As long as he nurtured Xu Tianxin well, it would no longer be a problem to leave the ancient Barrens 

land! He could even head to the Dragon Sparrow mountain and try to settle the war between the 

demons and the thirty-three heavens Alliance! 

Once he succeeded, he would receive a huge amount of merit points and immortal-level believers! Just 

thinking about it made him feel great! 

“Tianxin! There was no need to consider the spiritual Jade! Cultivate at full speed! Let’s see how much 

you’ve improved overnight!” 

Chen Xiaobei was already very excited. He looked at Xu Tianxin with eyes full of anticipation. 

“Yes, sir!” 

Xu Tianxin calmed herself down and began to focus on her cultivation. 

Just like before, he only spent half an hour to break through the middle, late, peak, and major realms. 



In other words, Xu Tianxin could break through a major realm every two hours. 

Just like that, nearly twelve hours passed. 

Xu Tianxin’s cultivation had reached the peak of six-star heaven immortal realm. 

He was supposed to break through to the seven-star heaven immortal realm, but all his spiritual jades 

had been used up. 

By rough estimation, Xu Tianxin would have to consume another 200 billion lower spiritual jades to 

break through to the seven-star heaven immortal realm. The surrounding spiritual Qi was so thin that it 

could not support his cultivation at all, so he had to stop. 

However, it was already an extremely terrifying achievement to reach the peak of six-star heaven 

immortal realm overnight! 

Xu Tianxin couldn’t believe it. She asked, ” “Master! What happened last night, was it all true? I’m not 

dreaming right?” 

“Of course it’s true!”  I see!  Chen Xiaobei laughed.  it seems like you really know nothing about your 

body’s special characteristics!  

 yeah …  Xu Tianxin nodded and said awkwardly, ”  I’m already fourteen years old this year, and I haven’t 

been able to break through a minor realm. Naturally, I didn’t have the chance to feel the characteristics 

of my body …  

“It’s not too late to feel it now!” Chen Xiaobei smiled.  the truth is right in front of you. As long as you 

have enough spiritual Qi, you can ignore the laws of nature and break through quickly! Your future is 

limitless!” 

“Xu Tianxin! Bei! You two are dead!” 

At this moment, an arrogant roar suddenly came from the distance. 

Looking in the direction of the sound, he saw the Golden Leopard swaggering towards him, and there 

were more than ten people following him! 

Three of them were wearing Daoist robes and their cultivation levels far exceeded the Golden 

Leopard’s! 
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 “Why is he here again?” 

Xu Tianxin frowned, her eyes filled with disgust. 

“Do you even need to ask?” 

 you kicked the Golden Leopard yesterday. He will definitely come back for revenge!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Isn’t he already scared of you, master?” Xu Tianxin asked. 
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“Even you know that I’m just scaring him.” As long as he has a little brain and goes back to think, he will 

understand that I don’t have any cultivation. I only used my aura to intimidate him!” 

 so, he’s here for revenge today!?  Xu Tianxin couldn’t help but feel nervous. 

“What are you afraid of?” 

 you’re not who you were yesterday!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“I … What should I do?” Xu Tianxin calmed herself down. She still needed some time to get used to her 

new realm. 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were cold and murderous.  “There are only two ways to make evil people stop! 

Either submit or die!” 

“Dead!” Xu Tianxin’s expression changed. 

Obviously, he had never killed anyone before. 

“If a warrior doesn’t kill, he will be killed!” Chen Xiaobei was very calm. He did not force Xu Tianxin to kill 

him. He simply guided her and let her make her own choice. 

In Chen Xiaobei’s eyes, the Golden Leopard and the others were as insignificant as ants. It did not make 

a difference whether he killed them or not. 

However, for Xu Tianxin, this first choice was extremely important. It could even directly determine the 

trend and height of his life. 

“I … I understand …” 

Xu Tianxin nodded and walked forward. She stood at the door of her courtyard, not allowing anyone to 

enter. 

“Xu Tianxin! Did you eat a bear’s heart and a leopard’s gall? You’re not going to run away when you see 

me?” 

The Golden Leopard swaggered over with his men and said fiercely, ”  you kicked my face yesterday. 

Today, I’m going to cut off your legs!  

At the same time, the dozens of people who were following the Golden Leopard gathered around. 

The young nobles were all arrogant and didn’t take Xu Tianxin seriously. 

After all, they knew Xu Tianxin very well. They would never have thought that Xu Tianxin would break 

through to the pinnacle of six-star sky immortal overnight with Chen Xiaobei’s help. 

For this reason, they did not even bother to release their essence soul domains. 

As for the three heaven Immortals behind them, they looked at Chen Xiaobei and Xu Tianxin as if they 

were ants. 

The three of them had heard about Chen Xiaobei and Xu Tianxin’s situation from the Golden Leopard. 



To the three of them, dealing with Chen Xiaobei and Xu Tianxin was like using a dragon-slaying knife to 

kill chickens. It was as easy as blowing off dust. 

Therefore, the three of them did not release their essence soul domains. 

To put it bluntly, the three of them were here today to hold the fort for the Golden Leopard. 

If Chen Xiaobei had hidden his strength, the three of them would have attacked. If he had not, the 

Golden Leopard and the group of young nobles would have been enough to solve the problem. The 

three of them would not have needed to attack. 

“Quickly look! The Golden leopards are here to cause trouble again!” 

At this moment, many commoners gathered around and started to discuss. 

When they saw the three heaven Immortals from Dao sect, the commoners ‘faces showed extremely 

complicated expressions. 

“Look there! The Golden Leopard has invited three disciples from the immortal Dao sect!” 

“What’s so strange about that? Didn’t the Huang family have one of the top positions in the Azure cloud 

tribe because of their relationship with the immortal Dao sects?” 

“No! Look carefully! That was not an ordinary immortal Dao sect! Their green-blue robes should be the 

uniform of the eastern tomb immortal Palace!” 

“What? They were from the eastern tomb immortal Palace? This … This way, Xu Tianxin is dead! The 

entire Xu family is finished!” 

The commoners became nervous and none of them dared to get close. They stood far away and only 

dared to discuss in low voices, afraid of getting burned. 

“What happened?” 

At this moment, Xu’s mom walked out of another tent. 

Upon seeing the formation in front of her, Xu’s mother immediately became nervous.   oh no… I knew I 

shouldn’t have provoked the Golden Leopard … I’m in big trouble now …  

Obviously, Xu’s mom and the other people didn’t know about the changes that happened to Xu Tianxin 

overnight. She was worried. 

“Old woman! And you!” 

When the Golden Leopard saw Xu’s mom, it immediately bared its teeth and shouted, ” “You’ve raised a 

good son, he actually dared to kick my face! I’m going to make you pay the price today!” 

“Golden Leopard!” 

Xu Tianxin was immediately enraged.  “If you dare to touch Ah Ma, I’ll kill you directly!” 

“You? To kill me?” 



The Golden Leopard immediately laughed,”kid!” The sun is already high in the sky, why are you still 

dreaming? Quickly wake up! A weakling like you isn’t even worthy of carrying my shoes!” 

“Whoosh …” 

As he said that, the Golden Leopard started to channel his celestial core power and was about to hit Xu 

Tianxin. 

“Young master Huang! Please have mercy!” 

Upon seeing this, Xu’s mother was afraid that her son would be injured, so she could only immediately 

give in and say, ” “What happened yesterday was all our fault! Please be magnanimous and forgive us … 

We will always remember your kindness!” 

“Heh, if you had said so earlier, wouldn’t everything have been better?” 

The Golden Leopard immediately laughed evilly,”if you want me to let you go, no problem!” As long as 

you, Xu Tianxin, and Bei all kneel down, kowtow, and repeat what you just said, I’ll let this go!” 

 this …  Xu’s mother looked at Xu Tianxin and Chen Xiaobei in surprise. 

“Mother!” 

“We didn’t do anything wrong!” Xu Tianxin refused to accept it. Why should he admit his mistake and 

apologize? Why should I give in to him?” 

Xu’s mom shook her head bitterly and sighed.  “Just because his fist is big … If we don’t kneel, we might 

die!” 

“Hahaha! Finally, someone who understands!” The Golden Leopard laughed and said,”this old woman is 

right!” Today, if you don’t kneel down and kowtow in apology, I’ll make sure you die an ugly death!” 

Xu’s mother’s face was filled with despair. 

Even Xu Tianxin had nothing to say. After all, even a peak six-star heaven immortal was still very weak 

and could not settle the whole matter. 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei, who had been silent all this while, opened his mouth and said, ” “If you don’t 

kneel, you might die! However, could he really live if he knelt down? It’s better to believe that the sun 

rises from the North than to believe in the wicked!” 

“This …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s words enlightened Xu Tianxin. 

How could the words of an evil person be easily believed? 
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3668 The eastern tomb expresses goodwill 

What was an evil person? 
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Despicable! Shameless! Sinister! Fickle! Cruel and cold-blooded! It was completely inhumane! 

It was obvious that once Xu Tianxin kneeled down, the Golden Leopard would do more to humiliate her! 

He might even go back on his word and continue to take revenge on Xu Tianxin! Even if it took Xu 

Tianxin’s life, it was not impossible! 

“Master is right!” 

Xu Tianxin’s face gradually turned cold, and her state of mind also grew in an instant.”There are only 

two ways to deal with evil people! There’s no use in submitting!” 

“What!” 

The Golden Leopard’s expression froze for a moment before his tone turned cold. He asked in disdain, ” 

“Why don’t you tell me, what two ways do you have to deal with me?” 

As soon as he said that, the surrounding young nobles all laughed. 

“Young master Huang! Do you even need to ask? Xu Tianxin is a piece of trash. She can’t do anything to 

you! He’s trying to use the same trick to scare you away again!” 

“Look at what you’re saying. Is our young master Huang a fool? How can you fall down twice in the same 

pit?” 

“Young master Huang has invited the experts from the eastern tomb immortal Palace! He’s determined 

to fight to the end, how could he be scared off!” 

“Xu Tianxin is still trying to play tricks, what a joke! Hahaha …” 

…… 

Xu’s mom and the people around her fell into extreme despair as they listened to these people’s 

mockery. 

To ordinary people like them, the Golden Leopard was an existence that they could not afford to 

provoke. 

As the Golden Leopard had said before, he had 10000 ways to toy with ordinary people to death. 

Obviously, this sentence was not an act. The Golden Leopard really had the ability to do it. 

“Tianxin, let’s not force ourselves …” 

Xu’s mother had no other choice. She said in a sad voice, ”  although young master bei is right, we have 

no other choice but to surrender!  

“No! We have it!” 

Xu Tianxin’s eyes narrowed, and her entire aura changed drastically! 

This change was called growth! 

The growth from a boy to a man! 



“Numbing! I gave you face but you didn’t want it! Since you’re looking for death, I’ll fulfill your wish!” 

The Golden Leopard wasn’t a kind person. With a roar, he circulated his celestial core power and 

slapped Xu Tianxin’s face. 

“Swish!” 

However, just when everyone thought that Xu Tianxin was finished, she stood there unhurt. 

Not only that, but Xu Tianxin had also blocked the Golden Leopard’s palm with one hand. 

 ugh … It hurts … It hurts!!!  

The Golden Leopard’s wrist was held by Xu Tianxin. 

Even if the Golden Leopard used all its strength, it could not break free from the wrist. 

What was even more terrifying was that the Golden Leopard’s wrist was in an unimaginable pain, as if it 

was being clamped by iron pincers. Its skin and flesh seemed to be crushed at any time, and its bones 

and muscles seemed to be crushed into pieces. 

The excruciating pain tormented the Golden Leopard so much that his expression changed drastically. 

He broke out in cold sweat and his entire body was trembling. 

“What’s the matter? Why was young master Huang screaming? Shouldn’t xu Tianxin be the one 

screaming?” 

“Young master Huang seems to have been subdued! He can’t escape Xu Tianxin’s control!” 

“I … I’m not dreaming, am I? Young master Huang’s cultivation is one whole realm higher than Xu 

Tianxin’s!” 

“No… That’s not right! Quickly release your essence soul domains! How come I can’t detect Xu Tianxin’s 

cultivation?” 

For a moment, the surrounding young nobles were all shocked, unable to understand what was 

happening. 

“H-how is this possible? How could Tianxin be so strong? Is this an illusion?” The surrounding 

commoners were all dumbfounded and couldn’t believe their eyes. 

“Heaven heart … This …” 

On the other hand, Xu’s mother was shocked. She hesitated for a moment before she looked at Chen 

Xiaobei. 

At this moment, only Xu’s mother knew that the huge change in her son was all because of his master, 

Chen Xiaobei! 

“A bunch of idiots! What are you all doing? Hurry up and come save me!” 

The Golden Leopard was in so much pain that its face turned green. It roared at the young nobles, ” “All 

of you together! Kill this little bastard Xu Tianxin! I’m going to cut off his hands and feet!” 



“Good! We’re coming!” 

The group of young nobles followed the Golden Leopard, so they naturally watched their big brother 

being taken care of. They all circulated their celestial core power and swarmed toward Xu Tianxin. 

“Whoosh …” 

Xu Tianxin didn’t make any unnecessary movements. With a thought, she directly released a Yellow 

Earth true essence. 

Like a towering mountain, his true essence pressed down and pressed the group of noble youths to the 

ground. They were suppressed so tightly that they couldn’t even move a finger. 

“My God … This … This isn’t a dream! This is like seeing a living ghost!” 

Suddenly, the Golden Leopard and the group of young nobles all wailed and looked at Xu Tianxin in 

disbelief. It was more terrifying than seeing a ghost! 

Without a doubt, Xu Tianxin had not used her full strength. Otherwise, the Golden Leopard and all the 

young nobles would have been dead. 

The huge difference in their cultivation realms had already made the Golden Leopard and the others feel 

the threat of death. 

They didn’t know how strong Xu Tianxin was, but they knew that if Xu Tianxin wanted to kill them, even 

a single thought could kill them. 

“Xu Tianxin! Don’t … Don’t do anything stupid!” 

The Golden Leopard took a deep breath and said in pain, ” “You’ve also seen it! I’ve invited the Taoist 

priest of the eastern tomb immortal Palace today! My father is the second elder of Azure cloud! If you 

hurt me, you and your mother will have to bear the consequences!” 

“Crack!” 

Xu Tianxin did not say a word. She exerted her strength and broke the Golden Leopard’s arm. 

“Ow …… Ah, uh …… 

The Golden Leopard cried out in pain and wanted to escape, but he realized that his primordial spirit 

root could not be removed. 

Under the intense pain, he fell to the ground and moaned. 

“Bang!” 

Xu Tianxin stomped on the Golden Leopard’s face and said, ” “If you want to die, then continue 

threatening me!” 

 help … Three Taoist masters, help!!!  The Golden Leopard didn’t even dare to look at Xu Tianxin and 

started wailing hysterically. 

“This little brother!” 



A thin man called mouth monkey sun walked out of the three Taoists. He looked at Xu Tianxin and said, 

” “It’s very rare for you to have such a cultivation at such a young age! Are you interested in joining our 

Eastern tomb immortal Palace?” 

Everyone was shocked by his words! 

“Taoist priest! You can’t joke like this!” The Golden Leopard was scared silly. 

The reinforcements he had invited actually wanted to take Xu Tianxin as his disciple! Wouldn’t he be in 

more danger then? 
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The Golden Leopard was on the verge of tears. 

He had spent a lot of money to invite three immortal Dao experts to hold the fort. He had thought that 

he would be able to defeat Chen Xiaobei and Xu Tianxin. 

Who dared to think about it? 

These three powerful celestial cultivators wanted to take Xu Tianxin as their disciple at this critical 

moment? 

The important thing was that these three powerful immortal cultivators were not from ordinary small 

forces. They were from the strongest immortal sect in the entire East region of Xuan Yu heaven, the 

eastern tomb immortal Palace! 

The master would definitely protect her disciple. As long as Xu Tianxin agreed, the three Eastern tomb 

powerful cultivators would immediately change sides and help Xu Tianxin deal with the Golden Leopard. 

Furthermore, the Golden Leopard would not even have a chance to fight back! 

Even if the Golden Leopard’s father, the second elder Yun Cang, was here, he would not dare to offend 

the people of the eastern tomb immortal Palace! 

At that time, Xu Tianxin would be able to deal with the Golden Leopard however she wanted! Even if he 

killed the Golden Leopard, no one would dare to say anything! 

At the thought of this, the Golden Leopard’s heart turned cold. 

“Xu Tianxin … I … I was wrong! It’s all my fault! I apologize to you! I beg you to forgive me … I … I can 

even kneel down and kowtow to you!” 

The Golden Leopard’s desire to live was extremely strong. 

His face, self-esteem, and bottom line as a person had all been abandoned by him. 

“Xu Tianxin! Big brother Xu! Please spare our lives …… We’re just small fry! I beg you to forgive us, treat 

us like farts, and let us go!” 

The surrounding young nobles were also completely terrified. 

If Xu Tianxin was alone, they might have a chance if they used their family’s power. 
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However, the eastern tomb immortal Palace was a power they could not afford to offend! Even if they 

used all the power of their families, they wouldn’t be able to shake the eastern tomb immortal Palace at 

all! 

They had no other choice but to beg for mercy. 

At the same time, the surrounding commoners all looked at Xu Tianxin with envy. 

“Xu Tianxin is so lucky! He was actually able to gain the favor of the members of the eastern tomb 

immortal Palace! He’s going to soar into the sky, like a carp transforming into a Dragon!” 

“Isn’t that so! Joining the eastern tomb immortal Palace was everyone’s dream! However, most people 

would never be able to achieve it in their entire lives! Xu Tianxin is extremely lucky to be able to join the 

eastern tomb immortal Palace!” 

“This is going to be interesting! Xu Tianxin’s counterattack was complete. It all depended on how he 

would deal with the Golden Leopard! It’s best to get rid of this evil for the people and completely get rid 

of this animal!” 

It was obvious that the current situation was very advantageous to Xu Tianxin. As long as he accepted a 

master as his disciple, he would be able to control the situation and the life and death of the Golden 

Leopard and his gang. 

But! 

In such a situation, Xu’s mom’s expression was even more solemn than before. 

“Heaven’s Heart!” 

Finally, Xu’s mom couldn’t help but say sternly, ” “No matter what, you can’t let young master bei 

down!” 

“Ah Ma, you’re thinking too much!” 

Xu Tianxin’s eyes were cold, and her attitude was determined.”A day as a teacher, all life as a father! I, 

Xu Tianxin, would rather die than betray my master!” 

Other people might not know, but Xu Tianxin knew very well that her master had helped her like a 

father giving birth to a new life. 

With Xu Tianxin’s personality, she would never betray her master, Chen Xiaobei! 

Moreover, Xu Tianxin looked down on the three powerhouses from the bottom of her heart. 

The three of them had been bribed by benefits to help the Golden Leopard bully the common people. 

From this point, it could be seen that the three of them were definitely not good birds! 

“I, Xu Tianxin, already have a master. Even if I didn’t, I wouldn’t take these three people as my Masters! 

They’re not worthy!” 

Xu Tianxin’s face was full of disdain. 



This simple sentence was like ten thousand bolts of lightning on a clear day, instantly shocking 

everyone’s heart. 

He directly rejected the three experts from the eastern tomb! 

Not only so, he even scolded the three experts in front of everyone, saying that they couldn’t 

differentiate between good and evil! 

This was not a joke! 

Just a moment ago, the Golden Leopard and the others were still extremely nervous, desperately 

begging for Xu Tianxin’s forgiveness. 

But at this moment, the Golden Leopard and his gang burst into laughter, gloating over his misfortune. 

“Xu Tianxin! You brat, you’re out of your mind … Oh no! Did sh * t enter? He actually dared to slap the 

faces of the three Immortals of the eastern tomb! Do you really not know how to spell the word 

“death”?” 

“Xu Tianxin! You’ve really refreshed my understanding of retards! You don’t even know how to cherish 

such a great opportunity! It’s fine if you don’t cherish it, but you actually sought death yourself! He was 

really stupid! Hahaha …” 

“Brothers, just wait for a good show! I’m willing to bet that Xu Tianxin will die a horrible death!” 

At the same time. 

The surrounding commoners all had expressions of disbelief, surprise, confusion, worry, 

disappointment, and helplessness. 

Just a moment ago, they were still hoping that Xu Tianxin would help the people get rid of the evil, but 

now they were all silent. 

In their eyes, Xu Tianxin was already dead! 

“Young master bei! You have to save Tianxin! “I’m begging you …” Xu’s mother was extremely nervous. 

At this moment, the person who was most worried about Xu Tianxin was this white-haired, Haggard 

middle-aged woman. 

As a mother, if anything happened to her son, she would also lose the hope and motivation to live. 

“Don’t worry, it’ll be fine!” Chen Xiaobei only smiled and did not explain anything. 

“Little brat! You’ve got balls!” 

On the other side, that monkey-like expert from the eastern tomb had already stepped out with 

narrowed eyes. He spoke coldly, ” “Tell me, who is your master? I guarantee that he will die an ugly 

death!” 

“How dare you offend my master! I’ll let you die first!” Xu Tianxin’s eyes were cold and filled with a 

strong desire to fight! He was like a beast in a cage. Once he was out of the cage, he would definitely 

wash the battlefield with blood! 



“Heh, what big words!” 

The monkey-like cultivator from the eastern tomb spoke in disdain, ” “When I saw you attack just now, 

your cultivation base was at most at the late-stage two-star heaven immortal realm. I could crush you 

with one finger! As for that dog shit master of yours, he’s not even fit to carry my shoes … Argh …” 

“BOOM!” 

Before he finished speaking, Xu Tianxin had already attacked! 

As he pointed his finger in the air, a powerful celestial core power was released. It was like a bolt of 

lightning that struck the chest of the eastern tomb expert. 

“Pfft … Blargh! Oh …” 

With a shrill cry, the monkey-faced cultivator from the eastern tomb was sent flying dozens of meters 

away. He fell to the ground and spat out blood. He could not even get up! 

Defeated in one move! 

Everyone present was completely stunned by the scene before them. 

Gasps of shock could be heard from the commoners. 

The Golden Leopard and his gang were so shocked that their eyes and mouths were wide open. 

Xu’s mother’s pupils contracted uncontrollably as she muttered to herself, ” “Is … Is this still my son?” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3670: sudden attack 

Terrifying! Shocking! This was inconceivable! 

Whether it was the ordinary people, the Golden leopards, or Xu’s mom herself, none of them could 

understand what they were seeing. 

No matter how imaginative they were, they would never have thought that Xu Tianxin, who they saw all 

the time, would suddenly become a different person and become so unfamiliar! It was so powerful! 

The revered exalted immortal of the East tomb couldn’t even withstand one move from Xu Tianxin! 

When he looked over again, that guy with a pointed mouth and ape-like cheeks was already lying on the 

ground like a dead dog, unable to move. 

A huge crater was formed on the ground. This guy’s physical body was severely injured, and more than 

half of his bones were broken! With his primordial spirit torn apart, he was no longer able to circulate 

his celestial core power. In fact, he could even completely faint from the exhaustion of his mental 

energy! 

Such a miserable ending was actually the result of Xu Tianxin’s casual pointing! 

It was obvious that if Xu Tianxin had used her full strength, this monkey-like guy would have been dead! 

Terrifying! 
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It was extremely terrifying! 

The scene instantly fell silent, so quiet that it was creepy. 

“Little brat! You’re not bad! He had actually hidden his strength so deeply! He’s at least a five-star 

celestial immortal!” 

At this moment, from the eastern tomb’s side, another muscular man walked out. He narrowed his eyes 

and said coldly, ” “But it’s a pity that my strength has reached the peak of a five-star heaven immortal, 

infinitely close to that of a six-star heaven immortal! Even if you can instantly defeat my Junior Brother, 

in front of me, only death awaits you!” 

As soon as he said that, the expressions of the people around him changed slightly. 

The shock on the faces of Xu’s mom and the commoners gradually turned into worry. 

On the other hand, the Golden Leopard’s group had some feelings of resurrection and were about to get 

excited again. 

Obviously, in everyone’s eyes, this brawny man was on a completely different level from that guy with a 

protruding mouth and ape-like cheeks! This time, Xu Tianxin might be defeated! After that, he would 

have to suffer inhumane torture and pay the most painful price for what he had done! 

“You’re too noisy!” 

However, in the next moment, Xu Tianxin flicked her finger again. 

A stream of celestial core power shook the entire space like a wild dragon emerging from the sea. Just 

the aftermath of the strong wind made the surrounding people waver and retreat. 

The actual speed and power of this immortal essence were so strong that no one could see it clearly. 

Xu’s mom, the Golden Leopard, and the ordinary people around couldn’t see the flow of the celestial 

core power, let alone tell how strong it was. 

At this moment, everyone only knew that Xu Tianxin had made her move! 

“BOOM!” 

The next moment, everyone looked in the direction of the sound of the explosion. Without exception, 

everyone present was dumbfounded. Their scalps went numb, and they couldn’t believe their eyes! 

“Pfft …” 

The brawny man, who claimed to be infinitely close to a six-star heaven immortal, was blown dozens of 

meters away. He spat out a large mouthful of blood, then fainted with his dead fish eyes rolled back and 

no longer moved. 

He was defeated in one move again! 

And this, this brawny man’s injuries were obviously more serious than that monkey-faced fellow’s! 



This meant that Xu Tianxin’s real strength was far beyond the peak of a five-star heaven immortal. She 

must have reached the six-star heaven immortal realm, or even higher! 

 my God … This … This … Is this really not a dream? ” 

In an instant, Xu’s mother, the Golden Leopard, and the rest, as well as all the ordinary people in the 

surrounding, all let out cries of disbelief. 

The scene that appeared in front of them had completely overturned their three views, and even made 

them doubt their lives. 

Xu Tianxin! 

Fourteen years old! 

They lived in the Azure cloud tribe, where the spiritual energy was thin! 

How could he be a six-star heaven immortal or above? 

It must be known that almost all the people in the Azure cloud tribe who had reached the six-star 

heaven immortal realm and above had cultivated for thousands of years! 

In everyone’s eyes, Xu Tianxin’s strength was even more exaggerated than seeing a ghost! It was even 

more unreal than a dream! 

“Little brother! You are very strong! It’s stronger than I can imagine!” 

At this moment, the only one who could remain calm was the third expert. 

This person had a rough face, his hair was let down, and his beard was unkempt. He gave off a very 

unkempt and wild feeling. 

He didn’t have the air of a Sage at all. Instead, he had the feeling of a Bandit. 

“Cut the crap! You have ten seconds to decide whether to fight or retreat!” 

Xu Tianxin was very strong and domineering, as if she was going to attack at any moment. 

“Little brother, you can’t be too sure!” 

The man narrowed his eyes and smiled faintly,”first of all, I, Zheng SANDAO, am a peak six-star heaven 

immortal!” Are you sure you can fight me?” 

 …  Xu Tianxin’s expression froze for a moment. She really didn’t have any confidence. 

Seeing Xu Tianxin’s reaction, Zheng SANDAO immediately became confident.  “I don’t have any ill 

intentions. I just want to ask, which sect does little brother come from? And which shangxian is 

master?” 

Obviously, Zheng SANDAO was trying to figure out Xu Tianxin’s background. 

After all, Xu Tianxin’s strength was so terrifying, and the power behind her must be no small matter! 

If he could not afford to offend them, Zheng SANDAO would retreat immediately! 



However, if the power behind Xu Tianxin was not that strong, he, Zheng SANDAO, would definitely 

avenge his two companions! 

 this …  Xu Tianxin hesitated and looked at Chen Xiaobei. 

“What? Was Childe bei Xu Tianxin’s master? This … How is this possible?” 

All eyes were on Chen Xiaobei. 

Who was Chen Xiaobei? He could actually turn stone into gold and let Xu Tianxin, an ordinary young 

man, display unbelievably terrifying strength! 

The crowd no longer looked at Chen Xiaobei with contempt. Instead, they looked at him in shock! 

Reverence! Looking up! And fear! 

Especially the Golden leopards, who had been mocking Chen Xiaobei for being a piece of trash. Now, 

they were all so scared that they were like little chicks, shrinking their necks and swallowing their saliva. 

They did not even dare to breathe! 

“May I ask what your name is? Which sect do you come from?” Zheng SANDAO cupped his hands at 

Chen Xiaobei and asked. 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and said calmly, ”  Chen xuanbei! He’s not from any sect!  

“Chen? Xuan bei?” 

Zheng SANDAO was taken aback. He thought about it for a long time, but he couldn’t remember where 

such an expert had come from in Xuan Yutian. 

While he was thinking, Zheng SANDAO released his primordial spirit territory to check on Chen Xiaobei. 

“You little brat! I want you to die!” 

 die!  Zheng SANDAO suddenly roared and fired a powerful burst of celestial core power at Chen 

Xiaobei! 


